Margaret Wheatley
Leading Expert on the Future of Organisations and
Leadership

Margaret Wheatley writes, teaches, and speaks about radically new practices and ideas for organising in chaotic times. She works to create
organisations where people are known as the blessing, not the problem. She is president of The Berkana Institute, a charitable global
leadership foundation serving life-affirming leaders and has been an organisational consultant for many years, as well as a professor of
management in two graduate programmes.
"Meg Wheatley has given the world a new way of thinking about organisations with her revolutionary application of the natural
sciences to business management."

In detail

Languages

Margaret Wheatley holds an M.A. in Communications and

She presents in English.

Systems Thinking from New York University. She has been a
research associate at Yale University, a fellow of the World

Want to know more?

Business Academy and an Associate Professor of Management

Give us a call or send us an e-mail to find out exactly what she

at the Marriott School of Management, Brigham Young University,

could bring to your event.

and Cambridge College, Massachusetts.

How to book her?
What she offers you

Simply phone, fax or e-mail us.

Margaret is a recognised expert at helping organisations who are
wrestling with a common dilemma - how to maintain their integrity
and effectiveness as they cope with relentless pressures for
speed and change in chaotic environments. She provides new
insights into the nature of how people interact and shows
companies exactly how to create stronger leaders and build better
organisations.

Publications
2011
Walk Out Walk On: A Learning Journey into Communities Daring to Live
the Future Now (with Deborah Frieze)
2005
Finding Our Way: Leadership for an Uncertain Time

How she presents

2002

An outstanding communicator and stimulating speaker, Margaret

Turning to One Another: Simple Conversations to Restore Hope to the

addresses the most critical questions in today's increasingly

Future

volatile business environment as she enlightens and challenges

1996

audiences around the globe.

A Simpler Way
1992

Topics
Call to Fearlessness
Are We Leaders for This Time?
What is the Leadership the World Needs, and Where Do We Find It?
Fear in Organisations and Societies
How Does Change Really Happen?
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